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Top knots, Heidi braids, French twists, oh my! may be the must-have beauty reference for
showstopping locks. This book pulls jointly 80 classic and modern styles and step-by-step
tutorials for each one. Trendsetters from teens to professionals will love mixing up the looks for
parties, the workplace, an informal beach day, or an elegant night out. With tips for different hair
types and lengths plus product tips and fun variations, Braids, Buns, and Twists! Simple how-to
illustrations consider the guesswork out of styling, while glossy style photographs demonstrate
how to tailor and accessorize each 'do. Chic hair is extremely popular from the runways to the
websites to the city streets.
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Great instructions and beautiful photos The author of the book, Christina Butcher, has a
wonderful website called Hair Romance that I am following for two years, and so I really was
excited to see that she was coming out with a hard copy book. I like this new book, and know
that I will have fun playing with the designs in it!For some of my adult life, I've had a short pixie
cut, but I've spent the last 3 years growing it out, and it now reaches to my mid-back. I have a
tendency to wear it in the same few designs, so I bought this wishing that it could inspire me to
get out of my rut. Well made, great photos and instructions So lovely!The book is divided into
four main chapters: ponytails; braids; buns, knots, and twists; none of the styles are actually for
short hair, which makes sense given the types of styles that are in right here. I kept locating
myself looking through it for pointers and decided I required one myself.On the left-hand side of
every page may be the name of the design, some colors photos of what the style looks like, the
difficulty level, the perfect hair length for achieving the design, the accessories needed, and a few
other items. On the right-hand/facing web page are step-by-step drawn instructions for doing
each design. I chose a French Twist, &One of the other strengths of the book is that it features
styles that are very trendy right right now, such as topknots, waterfall braids, and fishtail braids.
The guidelines are also really easy to follow, & most require just a few add-ons, like bobby pins or,
for some of the buns, a hair donut. I love to watch hair tutorials you Tube and was concerned
that it might be hard to check out written instructions (instead of following along with movies),
however the instructions are actually nicely done. The book is a paperback publication with a
durable, hardcover and measures around 9" x 7" with near 200 pages. and chignons.The only
negative I was hoping that this book would be designed to do the styles on yourself, but many of
them recommend having someone help you until you practice more than enough to learn how to
do the styling yourself.I had been worried that this book would be geared more towards younger
females, but there are a great number of designs in here that I'll feel comfortable, as a forty-two-
year-aged, wearing to work or out on a date night time with the hubby. Clear guidelines and great
diagrams/photos.That is a fun way to test some new styles and looks! Whilst every style in here
might not be to your liking, there's enough variety in here that you'll most likely find quite a few
styles to test. A great how-to guide to seemingly simply designs for long hair! therefore the buyer
may choose to consider grabbing a few of these products at a beauty source store to create this
gift the complete bundle. The styled is too simple. Each page offers a different style of braid,
ponytail, bun, etc. complete with photos, illustrations and text. A few of the styles are elaborate
but due to space on the web page, the styles have problems with an accurate quantity of
directions to comprehensive the style quickly. The tutorials are great at mentioning what design
product is most effective with each kind of hair and the customer should remember that specific
tools are accustomed to make certain hair styles: a topsytail tool, bun or "donut", specific bobby
pins, locks ties, etc. I originally saw this publication in December at a high-end stationer and
thought it would make a adorable stocking-stuffer for the women in my family.For some of the
styles, additionally, you will probably want to have medium to lengthy hair; Please be aware: I
saw this publication for $19. Given as something special to a 13 yo girl.com for approximately
$12.00 the week before Christmas (with free, Prime shipping). She had experienced a lot of fun
creating fresh hairdos with this easy to check out book. (for longer hair. Great!..) This is a
fantastic book and it's been in a position to inspire me to create even more hairstyles. Four stars
mainly because I think you really have a tendency to need longer hair to get the more interesting
braids finished with proper effect, nonetheless it continues to be plenty useful if you are short-
haired focusing on a friend's/client's longer tresses.! master! Lately I have let my locks grow
which book was very useful with helping me come up with some tips on how to style my recently



longish locks. Many of the hair styles are easy but some of these are pretty difficult. This layout
is actually nice, for it makes it very easy to follow along while searching at the photos of the
completed style. She is 13 years previous. I added pearl Bobby pins to the twist, & it was
decidedly elegant! It definitely will! Fun and elegant styles to copy & I didn't actually understand
how I wanted to accomplish my hair, but I certainly wanted it to become elegant! I have already
been practicing each morning and I have gotten a few of them down! It is a well-crafted book
with photos and instructions...perfect for a woman with long hair and no hair talent. She enjoyed
it and has loved learning new methods to style her hair. That is a book that I was thrilled to find
before going to my brother's wedding! A few (like putting your locks in bows) are definitely
geared towards a younger viewers, but most are on-trend and fun. Easy to follow book My child
loves this publication. It certainly pays to accomplish your comparison study! it looked
AMAZING! I'm a hairdresser and we have this reserve at the . My child has been trying a few of
the styles - definitely need practice and a little help from another person couldn't hurt.. I'm a
hairdresser and we have this book at the salon. Each section can be color-coded along the edges
of the web pages, so it's easy to find the section you're looking for. It's already come in handy for
my clients, specifically brides and wedding parties, and actually myself! Perfect for us Great book
for beginners gorgeous pictures, easy to follow our child loves this book! good pictures and easy
to follow! Five Stars Great book- user friendly. My daughter continues to be referencing this
publication years after receiving it.... It arrived on time and in superb condition. It arrived on time
and in excellent condition.. She loved it and has enjoyed learning new methods to style . My girl
has been trying some of ..95 at a stationary store and was able to buy it on Amazon. hahahah I
am not a great hair person I am not really a great locks person, more of a air dry and go kind of
girl. but I feel a little disappointed. The styled is normally too simple I actually had a high expect
this book to boost my hairstyle skill, but Personally i think a little disappointed. The reserve is
split into chapters: buns, ponytails, braids and up-dos. I might choose the wrong book, it isn't for
hair professional. Five Stars ok
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